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Today, production projects are often achieved by multi-site production and the associated markets become more and more
dynamic and service oriented. In this context, the multi-site project management is a difﬁcult task, which has to take into
account not only the decision distribution and the information conﬁdentiality, but also the heterogeneity existing between
different production management systems used by partners. The generic planning model SCEP (supervisor, customer,
environment, producer) based on multi-agent technology offers a well-adapted solution to the decision distribution and
information conﬁdentiality in project management. SCEP was integrated with ontological mechanisms and SOA (service-
oriented architecture) components in a new architecture Semantic-SCEPSOA, which makes it possible to achieve a
distributed and interoperable management of multi-site production projects. In the case of two sites managed by two
different planning software applications, the semantic interoperability effectiveness is shown within the S-SCEPSOA
architecture.
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1. Introduction
To ensure a good competitiveness, companies turn very
often to multi-site production, centred on their core com-
petencies and sharing their low value-added activities with
other companies. In this collaborative context, companies
create electronic marketplaces (e-marketplaces) based on
Internet and new Information and Communication
Technologies, thus enhancing their competitiveness and
their business relations with partners (Park and Yang
2006) .Actually, big companies or original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) creating their own markets for
manufacturing their products dominate these electronic
production markets. In these markets, OEMs often require
strong constraints that penalise a large number of small
and medium enterprises (SME) having limited capacities
and means (Abidi, Su, and Mohiuddin 2011). A new type
of dynamic e-marketplaces appeared under the name of
service-oriented market to increase the presence of SMEs
in these markets (Li et al. 2006). Service-oriented markets
put in contact several customers having production pro-
jects to realise with several producers or providers of
services allowing the realisation of customer’s projects
(Ghenniwa and Shen 2004). They reduce the strong
requirements of the OEM and puts SME in the foreground
by describing their skills and know-how in terms of
services. Also, these markets federate the know-how of
SMEs in a shared environment, thus allowing companies
to seek for service providers corresponding to their needs.
The dynamic aspect of collaborations in a service-
oriented market highlights the necessity of a distributed
management of multi-site projects that takes into account
the heterogeneity between the various systems and appli-
cations used by the partners. The heterogeneity of tech-
nologies and functions deployed in management systems
concerns technical models, data types, platform, etc.,
whilst semantic and structural heterogeneities that can
exist between concepts are caused by differences between
meta-models of exchanged data or more particularly struc-
tures, representations and terminologies of information
exchanged between the partners.
These arguments are in favour of a generic service-
oriented architecture, which allows a distributed and inter-
operable management of multi-site production projects, by
cooperation between various production management sys-
tems. Interoperability is the possibility for systems or
components to exchange information and to be able to
use exchanged information (Geraci 1991). The proposed
architecture is based on a generic planning multi-agent
system SCEP (supervisor, customer, environment, produ-
cer) offering a distributed management and integrating
interoperability mechanisms based on SOA (service-
oriented architecture) allowing a platform- and technol-
ogy-independent communication (Erl et al. 2014).
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Ontology mechanisms are also integrated to ensure the
good understanding of the information exchanged
between heterogeneous systems (Gruber 1993), thus
enhancing their communication and cooperation.
In Section 2, difﬁculties for managing multi-site pro-
jects in a service-oriented market are discussed. Section 3
summarises some existing approaches to manage multi-
site production projects, focusing on multi-agent systems
and particularly on SCEP model and its limits in dynamic
collaborations. The proposed architecture is presented in
Section 4 and its functioning detailed in Section 5. In
Section 6, an application to two heterogeneous planning
systems shows the effectiveness of the semantic interoper-
ability strategy in collaboration during a distributed plan-
ning of multi-site projects (Taghipour and Frayret 2013).
Finally, Section 7 collects the points of interest of the
proposed architecture and presents current and future
works.
2. Literature review
Today, more than ever enterprises need to strengthen their
assets in order to evolve according to new company stra-
tegies for coping the raising environmental and economic
challenges. Especially for those who have to constantly
change their products for sustaining in the market. To
overcome this problem, companies and organisations
joined forces, reusing each other’s resources and capabil-
ities organised in a collaborative Network (Papakostas
et al. 2013). Collaborative networks such as DMN
(dynamic manufacturing networks) are formed by several
companies in order to achieve the goal set for the project
for which the network is formed (Papakostas et al.
forthcoming).
A project is offered by customer (company), while
producers, providing services achieving activities of
these projects. A producer involved in a customer project
can be considered in its turn, as a customer by other
producers, which are concerned by the realisation of its
project’s activities. The so-formed companies’ network is
temporary with the same lifetime as this of the project. A
producer can join or exit the created network at any time,
illustrating the dynamic aspect of collaboration and yield
the existence of a virtual supply chain. Collaboration or
integration of a supply chain is a well-studied area.
Several approaches and frameworks are proposed in the
literature. For example, Dudek and Stadtler (2005),
Schneeweiss and Zimmer (2004) and Taghipour and
Frayret (2012) propose planning of supply chain colla-
boration, but are limited to two partners. There are frame-
works proposed for supply chain integration. CXML
(commerce XML), OAGIS (open applications group inte-
gration speciﬁcation) and xCBL (XML common business
library) are included because they are pioneers in XML-
based supply-chain integration. BPML (business process
modelling language), ebXML (electronic business XML)
and XPDL (XML process description language), in turn,
provide a new understandings of supply chain integration.
cXML, OAGIS and xCBL are cross-industry frame-
works providing vocabularies but are limited to the rough
process approach. BPML, ebXML and XPDL are process-
centric frameworks. They provide no vocabularies and
focus only on business processes generic process
approach. There are also content-based languages for
business communication like. DAML+OIL is an RDF
description logic-based language for expressing ontolo-
gies. FIPA-SL is used in conjunction with FIPA-ACL.
KIF is a knowledge representation language is used as
interchange format between knowledge systems. Prolog is
also a knowledge representation language. From them,
ebXML seems promising, but as it is not a traditional
knowledge representation framework, hence it lacks
strong basis in predicate logics (Nurmilaakso and
Kotinurmi 2004). ebXML also has not delivered core
Components for business documents (Botelho et al. 2002).
In such kind of distributed and dynamic environment,
the complexity of multi-site projects management is
coming from the presence of various production systems
cooperating without any prior knowledge and without any
pre-imposed constraints. The management difﬁculties
result mainly from characteristics of these systems relative
to physical distribution and to technical and semantic
heterogeneities (Izza 2006). For a production project,
several decisions such as choosing and using production
resources, relaxing constraints, etc. have to be distributed
between the involved partners. The semantic heterogeneity
results from the difference between structures, representa-
tions and terminologies of information exchanged between
the partners. An illustration of the structural heterogeneity
is the generalisation/specialisation, the absence of some
concepts, etc. The representational heterogeneity deals
with the difference between the representations of the
same information, i.e. due date as 01/12/2015 or 2015–
12–01, etc., whilst the terminological heterogeneity is
relative to the use of same terminology for representing
different concepts or the use of different terms to represent
the same concept. Some projects to provide a shared
business vocabulary are developed for business like
Toronto Virtual Enterprise (TOVE) project provided a
generic, reusable data model that provides a shared termi-
nology for the enterprise that each agent can jointly under-
stand and use (Schlenoff, Ivester, and Knutilla 1998).
TOVE does not touch the domain of integration and how
integration is done is unclear (Roy and Hafner 1997).
TOVE divides its domain (enterprise modelling) into a
number of different sub ontologies. Even within these
smaller ontologies in TOVE, no overall taxonomies
exist. Its taxonomies seem to be local, each going very
few levels deep (Roy and Hafner 1997). Another limita-
tion of TOVE project is inability to ﬁnd actual ontologies
and the last update of that site made on 18 February 2002,
resulted in utilisation of only its theoretical part
(Szymczak et al. 2008).
Similar to TOVE, the enterprise ontology project’s
goal is to provide ‘a collection of terms and deﬁnitions
relevant to business enterprises to enable coping with a
fast changing environment through improved business
planning, greater ﬂexibility, more effective communica-
tion and integration’ (Uschold et al. 1998).
There are some commercial solution for heterogeneous
multi-site productions like ERP Enterprise Resource
Planning, APS Advanced Planning and Scheduling, etc.
take into account the ﬁnite capacity of the various sites
during the planning, to simulate several planning scenarios
and to manage several production sites (Telle 2003).
Solutions given by these systems centralise the decision,
as well as they are deterministic and not robust because
the dynamic aspect of markets and the variation of the
physical process (time range, variability of the suppliers,
etc.) are not taken into account (Genin 2005).
Multi-agent systems (MAS) (Ferber 1999) overcome
these drawbacks, by offering a simple framework to model
the various components of a production system as well as
a natural distribution of the decision. A project manage-
ment based on the local behaviour of the agents facilitates
the ability to react, and guarantees the autonomy of each
entity and the ﬂexibility of the enterprises network
involved in a multi-site project (Jiao, You, and Kumar
2006).
In the literature, several models based on MAS were
proposed in various production contexts, i.e. planning
(Nishioka 2004; Lima, Sousa, and Martins 2006; Wang,
Cheng, and Lin 2013), management and coordination of
virtual enterprise and supply chain context (Monteiro,
Roy, and Anciaux 2007; Kovalchuk 2009), etc.
Therefore, it can be deduced from above literature
review that a distributed model is required to manage
multi-site production projects for overcoming these difﬁ-
culties and to take into account the dynamic aspect of the
service-oriented markets, thus dynamic partners discovery
mechanisms are of great interest to put in relation custo-
mers and producers, as well as to overcome the hetero-
geneity dimension of the partners’ applications to ensure
good collaboration between them.
The generic planning multi-agent model SCEP
Archimede and Coudert (2001) proposes a distributed
process that allows cooperation via a shared environment
(blackboard) between customer agents representing pro-
jects and producer agents representing resources, under
the control of a supervisor agent. The solution is derived
by a negotiation process between agents based on a com-
petition between customer agents. Customer agents may
reject the propositions made by producer agents if they
consider that the proposition can be improved. The fact
that the tasks of all projects are taken into account at the
same time is another interesting property of this model,
and differentiates it from models based on the Contract-
Net protocol (Smith 1980; Boukredera, Maamri, and
Aknine 2012). These characteristics give the SCEP
model a better forecasting horizon (so-called visibility)
to satisfy the customer objectives and those of the produc-
tion system.
For a better management of multi-site activities, the
SCEP model was enriched by two kinds of ambassador
agents – supervisor ambassador agent and producer
ambassador agent – as illustrated in Figure 1. These
agents achieve connections between several SCEP mod-
els. The supervisor ambassador agent (resp. producer
ambassador agent) exchanges information with other
SCEP models, and more precisely with producer ambas-
sador agents (resp. supervisor ambassador agent) of
these models. For example, the management framework
of a multi-site project involving two remote production
sites consists of four SCEP models. One of them repre-
sents the customer offering the project. Two other SCEP
models represent the two remote production sites. The
fourth SCEP model is dedicated to the inter-site trans-
port management. In Figure 1, regular agents represent
local resources.
In a service-oriented market, production systems and
applications of the partners involved in a multi-site
project must be able to communicate and cooperate
without modifying signiﬁcantly the local process of
every partner. Therefore, in this context, a better man-
agement of multi-site projects supposes dynamic identi-
ﬁcation of the partners and interoperability mechanisms
to deal with the dynamic aspect of collaboration and
technical and semantic heterogeneity (Corella, Rosalen,
and Simarro 2013). Although the use of multiple SCEP
models offers a distributed way to manage multi-site
projects, it presents some limits for its deployment in
a service-oriented market because its weak ability to
communicate and to cooperate with heterogeneous mod-
els and management systems, as well as its difﬁculty to
localise new partners’ applications.
3. S-SCEPSOA meta-model
Before presenting the proposed architecture of Semantic-
SCEPSOA(S-SCEPSOA), ﬁrst the S-SCEPSOA meta-
model is presented, which constitutes the integration of
key concepts of SCEP (in bold italic) and SOA (in italic)
as well as their relations.
Function: A ‘function’ represents a management func-
tion assured by an ‘application’. It can be for example
planning, scheduling, management of purchases and
sales, etc.
Activity: An ‘activity’ represents some know-how in
one of the big stages of the product life cycle. For
example, in the stage of manufacturing, an activity can be
drilling, milling, etc.
Resource: A ‘resource’ represents the physical tool
managed by an ‘application’ and which allows the realisa-
tion of one or several ‘tasks’.
Domain: A ‘domain’ collects all the activities asso-
ciated with a deﬁned stage.
Task: A ‘task’ concerns the realisation of an ‘activity’
on a ‘resource’ for deﬁnite duration. It possesses a set of
constraints, i.e. temporal constraints as a start date, end
date, etc. Note that several tasks can be deﬁned for the
same activity.
Application: An ‘application’ represents a production
management tool which can have one or several ‘func-
tions’. An application can be for example an ERP, an
APS, etc.
Service: A ‘service’ encapsulates a precise ‘function’
assured by an ‘application’. It includes one or several
‘activities’ and belongs to one or several ‘domains’. It
can be involved in one or several projects. A service
possesses one or several ‘descriptions’. It is supplied by
a single ‘producer’. However, services supplied by differ-
ent producers can have the same ‘function’ and concern
the same activities.
Figure 1. Conceptual framework of a networked SCEP models.
Figure 2. Conceptual meta-model of S-SCEPSOA.
Producer: A ‘producer’ has an ‘application’, which
provides one or several ‘services’ encapsulating each one
a ‘function’ assured by the ‘application’.
Project: A ‘project’ deﬁnes a set of ‘tasks’ for one or
several ‘activities’ supplied by one or several ‘services’,
the realisation of which allows to have a ﬁnished product.
A project is considered feasible if all the required activities
are supplied by available services. A service ‘description’
is made by the ‘producer’ and contains functional (what
service does) and non-functional (how service is supplied)
properties. Functional properties (resp. non-functional
properties) can be for example functions, type of para-
meters, etc. (resp. quality of service QoS, etc.).
Ontology: Ontology is an explicit speciﬁcation of a
conceptualisation (Gruber 1993), and makes it possible to
share the arrangement of the structure of information
between software agents and people (Corcho, Fernandez-
Lopez, and Gomez-Perez 2006). It facilitates the reuse of
knowledge for systems operating in a similar domain.
4. S-SCEPSOA architecture
The proposed architecture Semantic-SCEPSOA (S-
SCEPSOA) encapsulates the SCEP model of Archimede
and Coudert (2001) within the SOA framework (Erl et al.
2014). This architecture combines three kinds of technol-
ogies. First, SOA in order to facilitate the identiﬁcation
and forming a relation of actors on the internet. Second,
ontology technology is used in order to facilitate the
understandings for the exchange of information. Third,
SCEP multi-agent model is used to elaborate the planning
of project. SOA allows technical and operational intero-
perability by gathering functionalities of enterprise appli-
cations in a loosely coupled and technology independent
manner (technical model, platform, etc.), offering mechan-
isms of dynamic identiﬁcation of partners. S-SCEPSOA
also ensures distributed and conﬁdential framework for the
management of multi-site projects inherited from SCEP
model, as well as the technological interoperability and
mechanisms of dynamic collaboration for the cooperating
of the various production applications used by the partners
inherited from SOA model. The S-SCEPSOA meta-model
depicts in Figure 2 the integration of key concepts of
SCEP and SOA as well as their relations.
The semantic interoperability strategy, necessary to
ensure the good understanding and interpretation of the
exchanged information between heterogeneous systems is
based on ontologies (Guarino 1997), (Maedche 2012).
More precisely, the semantic interoperability strategy
adopted in S-SCEPSOA is based on the ontological hybrid
approach (Noy 2009), which is well adapted to the
dynamic context, because it takes advantage from mono-
ontology and multi-ontology approaches by combining the
use of a common ontology as background ontology
(Aleksovski et al. 2006) to establish mappings (De
Bruijn et al. 2006) between ontologies. In this strategy,
each partner keeps its own local ontology and establishes
bidirectional mappings with a global and common ontol-
ogy serving as Interlingua between the various partners
production systems. Reasoning mechanisms are needed by
customers and producers to transform data described
according to the global ontology in data expressed accord-
ing to the local ontology and vice versa.
S-SCEPSOA is organised around three kinds of actors:
the SOAregister containing information about the pro-
vided services, the SOAproducer proposing the service
and the SOAcustomer consuming the discovered services
by invoking them at the corresponding SOAproducers.
Interaction between the different actors is achieved via
messages. The structure of these actors is given in
Figure 3, which shows technical, and semantic, compo-
nents set up at each actor.
4.1. SOAregister
The SOAregister contains an interface of communication
and acts as a service broker by discovering the services
leading to the realisation of SOAcustomers projects, and
declaring the know-how of SOAproducers in terms of
SOA services. The discovery service looks for services
as well as their SOAproducers. The publication service
publishes the description of SOAproducers services.
These two services communicate with a Register
DataBase (RDB) containing information on the supplied
services and their SOAproducers. In this database, ser-
vices are stored by domains. Domains are deﬁned and
implemented by the administrator of the SOAregister.
OntoBase represents the global and common ontology
used as reference ontology in the exchange of information
between production systems and applications. This ontol-
ogy is set up at the SOAregister and is imported in the
mapping module of SOAcustomers and SOAproducers
during the service publication and discovery phases.
4.2. SOAproducer
The SOAproducer has its own production application to
manage the activity achievement on the production
resources. The exposition of the activities to the public is
offered by services, which implement the production func-
tions assured by the production application. These services
are described in the Producer DataBase (PDB) storing the
description of the services, the information concerning the
description of the SOAcustomers’ projects according to
the supplied activities, and the results of management for
these projects established by the production application,
i.e. a scheduling plan in the case of planning services. A
description and publication agent interacting with the
SOAregister for the publication task realises the descrip-
tion of services and its publication.
The administrator of the Production Application (PA
Admin) interacts with the producer database PDB to get
the projects description received from the SOAcustomers
in order to process them. It stores also in the producer
database PDB the results established by the production
application for these projects. Each SOAproducer has its
own ontology noted OntoProd. Mappings between this
local ontology and the global one OntoBase are estab-
lished by the mapping module and stored in the
Ontology Mappings DataBase OMDB. These mappings
are used during the translation phase by the Producer
Translation Agent PTA to translate information from
OntoProd to OntoBase and vice versa.
4.3. SOAcustomer
The SOAcustomer has a project manager which is respon-
sible for its projects realisation, a Customer DataBase
(CDB) containing the description of the projects deﬁned
by the project manager, a discovery module to discover
the requested services as well as their SOAproducers, a
local register and a project management system. The local
register is a limited copy of the SOAregister. Based on a
collaboration coefﬁcient, which represents the number of
times that the producer is selected after a successful col-
laboration over the number of times that the producer is
contacted for collaboration. It stores information about the
most frequently invoked services and their SOAproducers
with which the SOAcustomer had good collaborations.
Also, the local register accelerates the service discovery
and is a better guide for the SOAcustomer in the choice of
its partners by privileging the most requested
SOAproducers. That enhances the partnership relations
between the SOAcustomer and the SOAproducers with
which it has already collaborated. The coherence between
the information contained in the local register and those
contained in the SOAregister must be regularly veriﬁed to
take into account the modiﬁcations made in this last one,
i.e. deletion of certain SOAproducers, modiﬁcation of the
description of certain services, etc.
The project management system allows managing in a
distributed way the customer’s projects by collaboration
with the selected SOAproducers. Because the SCEP
model is well adapted to this objective, the agents of this
model are integrated into the project management system
to manage in a distributed and autonomous way the rea-
lisation of the projects. The management of the projects is
made on one hand by cooperation between the SCEP
customer agents representing the projects, and the SCEP
ambassador agents representing the SOAproducers, via
the shared SCEP environment, and on the other hand by
invoking services at the concerned SOAproducers by the
corresponding ambassador agents. In the rest of this paper,
an ambassador agent represents a producer ambassador
agent and not a supervisor one.
The SOAcustomer has its own ontology denoted
OntoSCEP. Mappings between this local ontology and
the global one OntoBase are established by the mapping
module and stored in the ontology mappings database
OMDB. These mappings are used during the translation
phase by the translation agent CTA to translate informa-
tion from OntoSCEP to OntoBase and vice versa.
5. S-SCEPSOA functioning
The management process is achieved by three steps for
which sequence diagrams describe associated treatments.
The ﬁrst one is the identiﬁcation of partners, which
Figure 3. S-SCEPSOA architectural framework.
concerns services publication, and discovery phases in the
SOA context. The second step deals with instantiation of
SCEP components at the SOAcustomer side and connec-
tion to SOAproducers selected at the previous step. The
SCEP supervisor agent gets from the customer database
CDB the projects’ description and creates the shared
environment as well as the customer and ambassador
agents. One customer agent (respectively ambassador
agent) is created for each project, similarly one ambassa-
dor agent is created for each SOAproducer. At all levels of
interaction between actors and agents is achieved always
via messages. The third/last step concerns interactions and
cooperation between SOAcustomer and its SOAproducers
through the SCEP instantiation to manage multi-site pro-
duction projects.
The rest of this paper focuses on the third step. The
objective is to show interoperability in collaboration
between partners’ production systems during the multi-
site projects management. These interactions are achieved
in a ﬁnite number of management cycles. Each cycle
consists of three phases: initialisation and transmission of
projects’ description to the SOAproducers, treatment of
projects by the SOAproducers, and validation of results by
the SOAcustomer (Archimede and Coudert 2001).
5.1. Initialisation and transmission of projects’
description to the SOAproducers
This phase is detailed in Figure 4 by the sequence
diagram.
At the beginning of the ﬁrst management cycle, the
supervisor agent invites customer agents to deposit their
projects’ realisation constraints in the SCEP environment
respecting exactly the wishes of the SOAcustomer.
After the initialisation of projects, for an invitation
of the supervisor agent, every ambassador agent gets
from the environment, constraints for activities
concerned by the service of the SOAproducer, which it
represents.
After the collect of information, the ambassador agent
asks for the customer translation agent CTA, which uses
the ontology mappings stored in the OMDB to translate it
from OntoSCEP to OntoBase in order to send it to the
corresponding SOAproducer. After that, the ambassador
agent generates an invocation request containing the pro-
ject description structured as OntoBase’s concepts and
invokes the service at the corresponding SOAproducer.
The quantity of information transmitted in each request
depends on the service granularity. When the transmitted
information is relative to a single project’s task, the gran-
ularity is called ﬁne. In this case, the complexity of the
management’s algorithm increases because the customer
has to make a signiﬁcant number of service invocations to
manage its projects. That slows down the algorithm con-
vergence speed, which represents the number of cycles
before obtaining a validated management result. For this
reason, it is recommended in practice a coarse granularity
corresponding to the choice of all tasks for every custo-
mer’s project; the convergence speed of the management
algorithm is faster in this case.
5.2. Treatment of projects by the SOAproducers
At the SOAproducer side, a management cycle corre-
sponds to a ‘timeout’ at the end of which the production
application is launched. The duration of this ‘timeout’ is
deﬁned in the service description in order to be taken into
account in the management cycle at the SOAcustomer
side. The duration of the management cycle at the
SOAcustomer corresponds to the longest ‘timeout’ of the
concerned SOAproducers. In fact, the interest of this strat-
egy is to avoid the SOAcustomers waiting for the invoca-
tion result of the requested service for an unknown
duration. Because of the use of statefull services (the
Figure 4. Initialisation and transmission of constraints to SOAproducer.
state of the previous service invocations is taken into
account), the SOAproducer has to keep in its PDB the
results established by the production application for cer-
tain duration while waiting for the conﬁrmation on behalf
of the SOAcustomer having invoked the service. In fact,
stateless services (which do not care about previous ser-
vice invocations) are not convenient in this case because
they slow down the management process. That is due to
the fact that for a validation of a service invocation result,
the SOAcustomer has to call this service at the corre-
sponding SOAproducer, permanently.
The treatment processing of received projects at the
SOAproducer is described in Figure 5 by the sequence
diagram. Once the service invocation request is received
by the service, this latter asks the translation agent PTA to
translate it from OntoBase to OntoProd in order to store it
in the PDB, identifying the various projects to be
managed.
Normally, the duration of the storage of a result in the
PDB database is of the order of a management cycle.
Indeed, for an established result by the SOAproducer,
this latter cannot wait, for a long time, the answer of a
SOAcustomer about the validation or not of this result,
because in that case, it has to keep the production
resources reserved for several cycles as long as the
SOAcustomer has not answered. This strategy penalises
the SOAproducer having resources saturated for a long
time. That is not in the interest of the SOAproducer
because after this long wait, the SOAcustomer can refuse
the proposed results.
After the timeout for launching of the production
application, the administrator of this latter gets from the
PDB the non-treated projects and loads them in the pro-
duction application. After the treatment, the administrator
of the production application registers in the PDB the
results of this management cycle with the state not vali-
dated and changes the state with treated for the treated
projects. The result established by the production applica-
tion and described according to OntoProd, is translated by
the translation agent PTA to OntoBase for being sent by
the service as an invocation response to the corresponding
ambassador agent of the concerned SOAcustomer.
The interactions with a SOAcustomer ﬁnish when
there are no more projects (consequently results) for this
customer in the PDB of the SOAproducer, or if every
project and result for this SOAcustomer existing in the
PDB database is stated validated.
5.3. Validation of results by the SOAcustomer
Every ambassador agent receives from the corresponding
SOAproducer the result of the invoked service. In a
SOAcustomer project, several ambassador agents can
be involved. For each management cycle, at the
SOAcustomer, results must be received for all deﬁned
projects. For that purpose, at the end of each management
cycle, it is considered that there is at least one result for
each project. The sequence diagram concerning the treat-
ment and the validation of a result for the SOAcustomer is
illustrated in Figure 6.
Figure 5. Sequence diagram of the projects processing of the SOAproducer.
The response containing the invocation result received by
an ambassador agent contains the identiﬁers of the concerned
projects, and the constraints proposed by the SOAproducer
for the requested activities. The information contained in the
response is extracted by the ambassador agent, which asks the
translation agent CTA to translate it from OntoBase to
OntoSCEP in order to deposit it in the SCEP environment
for being discovered by the corresponding customer agents.
In the validation phase, four cases can take place. (1)
The customer agent validates the received result for the
totality of the project activities. (2) It completely refuses
the result for any reason, i.e. the validation of a result for
another SOAproducer. (3) It refuses the received result
and proposes new realisation constraints for the concerned
activities. (4) It cancels or conﬁrms some activities of the
project relative to the received result.
A re-invocation of the service is necessary in cases 1, 3
and 4 and that before the end of the current management
cycle at the corresponding SOAproducer. For the second
case, re-invocation of service is not necessary because the
result was not conﬁrmed by the SOAcustomer at the corre-
sponding SOAproducer. That leads to the deletion of this
result from the BDP at the corresponding SOAproducer at
the beginning of the next management cycle.
In the third case, new constraints are deﬁned for the
concerned activities. If all activities are concerned by the
cancellation, the procedure is the same as in the second case.
If the SOAcustomer wants to conﬁrm certain activities of a
result and not the totality, it re-invokes the concerned service
by setting new constraints for the not validated activities.
Interactions with a SOAproducer ﬁnish the following
two cases: when the SOAcustomer cancels all the projects
asking for services supplied by this SOAproducer; when it
receives a conﬁrmation response about all the validated
activities from this SOAproducer.
After the validation phase, the decision is deposited
by customer agents in the SCEP environment for being
treated by the concerned ambassador agents in the next
management cycle.
6. Application to two heterogeneous planning systems
The objective herein is to show the application of
S-SCEPSOA to two heterogeneous planning systems.
For this reason, the planning is not the main interest of
this section, but rather the exchange of information and
interoperability between planning systems during the plan-
ning of a manufacturing project.
The case study concerns a service-oriented marketplace,
which proposes planning services associated with manufac-
turing activities offered by two enterprises A and B. It is
considered that these enterprises are close enough in order
to neglect inter-site transport activities. An enterprise C
wishes to plan its manufacturing project requiring activities
offered by enterprises A and B. Enterprise C is using a SCEP-
based planning system called R@mses (Re@ctive Multi-site
SystEm for Scheduling) (Archimede, Charbonnaud, and
Firmin 2003) for managing its project planning. The same
system is also used by enterprise A. However, enterprise B
has a different planning system called TAPAS (The Almost
Perfect Approach to Scheduling) (Moutarlier, Geneste, and
Grabot 2000) to manage the planning of the provided
activities.
Figure 6. Treatment and validation of a result for the SOAcustomer.
The meta-model of R@MSES (Figure 7) (respectively
TAPAS Figure 8) is represented by the ontology
R@msesontology (respectively TAPASontology), which
captures the semantic of the used planning concepts. The
semantic heterogeneity between these two ontologies is
illustrated by structural and terminological heterogeneities
as shown in Figure 9 (Ishak, Archimede, and
Charbonnaud 2009).
The difference between the structures of the
Operation concept in these two ontologies illustrates
the structural heterogeneity. In fact, Operation concept
in R@msesontology is equivalent more precisely in
Figure 7. Concepts of R@mses and their relations.
Figure 8. Concepts of TAPAS ontology.
Figure 9. Semantic heterogeneity between R@msesontology and TAPASontology.
TAPASontology to Manufacturing concept, which is a
sub-concept of Phase, which is itself a sub-concept of
Operation concept of TAPASontology. This heteroge-
neity is also illustrated by the existence of some con-
cepts in one ontology, which are absent in the other,
i.e. Competence, CompetenceActivity, OperationGroup
in R@msesontology and Movement, Location in
TAPASontology. The use of different concepts to
describe the same information, i.e. Machine in
R@msesontology and Producer in TAPASontology
illustrates the terminological conﬂicts between these
two ontologies. Heterogeneities between these two
ontologies do not concern only ontology classes but
concern also properties and instances of these classes.
The proposed semantic strategy requires a develop-
ment of a global and common ontology OntoBase struc-
turing planning concepts to be exchanged between
partners. For this purpose, the OZONE planning ontology
(Jiang and Hou 2012) was used and improved with new
planning concepts to take into account more planning
aspects as illustrated in Figure 10 (Ishak, Archimede,
and Charbonnaud 2010). Only concepts linked to the
added ones are represented.
Concepts written in bold represent the added concepts
to OZONE. This latter is based on the ﬁve following
basic concepts: Demand, Activity, Resource, Product and
Constraint. A Demand is an input request for one or
more Products, designating the goods or services
required. Satisfaction of Demands is centred on the
execution of Activities. An Activity is a process that
uses Resources to produce goods or provide services.
The use of Resources and the execution of Activities
are restricted by a set of Constraints. In this context,
scheduling project is deﬁned as a process of feasibly
synchronising the use of Resources by Activities to
satisfy Demands over time. To take into account the
concept of cost for activities and demands, a new sub-
concept was added as a constraint for activities and
demands (Cost_Constraint). A Planned_Demand con-
cerns a manufacturing order already established by a
customer, which is represented in OntoBase as Demand.
A Planned_Demand has a Cost_Constraint and temporal
constraints, i.e. Due_Date, Release_Date and concerns
one or several Planned_Activity. A Planned_Activity
concerns an activity already existing in the concerned
Demand. It has a Cost_Constraint and can be scheduled
according to one or several Activity_Scheduling_Plans.
An Activity_Scheduling_Plan is modelled by temporal
constraints concerning the beginning of the
Planned_Activity and its duration.
Before sending invocation request to the enterprise B,
the enterprise C project’s description is translated from
R@msesontology to OntoBase. An example of a
R@msesontology project description and its translation
Figure 10. Concepts of OntoBase and their relations.
to OntoBase is presented respectively in Figures 11 and
12. Once the invocation request is received by the plan-
ning service of enterprise B, the project description is
extracted and is translated according to TAPASontology
in order to be loaded and treated by the TAPAS planning
system of this partner. Note that the TAPAS system does
not take into account the activity cost constraint.
Alignment here is achieved using semantic-based
similarity algorithm proposed in Karray, Chebel-Morello,
and Zerhouni (2010). This similarity algorithm applies
three techniques for mapping, terminological, internal
structure and extensional. After establishing the planning
result with the TAPAS system of enterprise B (denoted by
Producteur2 in Figures 11 and 12), the cost constraint is
added for every activity having the same value requested
by the customer. That is for not penalising this partner
(enterprise B) if all other constraints requested by enter-
prise C are respected. An example of a result described
according to the TAPASontology and its translation to
OntoBase is given in Figure 13. When enterprise C
receives the OntoBase planning result, it is translated to
R@msesontology for being treated and validated. The
validation concerns the conﬁrmation of the planned
activities in the proposed result. This validation is global
for all planned activities or partial for some planned
activities.
Figure 11. XML content for a project description according to R@msesontology.
Figure 12. XML content of the same project description translated to OntoBase.
A new service invocation is necessary for commu-
nicating the validation response to the partner. In the
invocation request sent to enterprise B, enterprise C
sets to ‘Yes’ the conﬁrmation parameter noted custo-
mer_conﬁrmation for validated planned activity and to
‘No’ for those not validated. In the invocation
response, enterprise B sets to ‘Yes’ the conﬁrmation
parameter producer_conﬁrmation for validated activ-
ities for which production resources are reserved at
this partner. Otherwise, the producer_conﬁrmation
parameter is set to ‘No’ indicating to enterprise C
that the validated activities are not taken into account.
It is due to the deletion of the corresponding result at
enterprise B maintaining a planning result in its data-
base for only one planning cycle.
The project is planned where all its activities are planned
and validated by all partners. This studied case illustrates a
single planning cycle for one project. For the planning of
many projects, the same process is repeated for all other
cycles until obtaining a validated plan for every project.
Proposed developments in the context of the SCEP-
SOA architecture will ﬁnd their full potential with the
major revolution expected for by the industry 4.0 or factory
of the future, which is characterised by a fusion of Internet
and factories. The extension of mass customisation, the
generalisation of the concepts of service and product-ser-
vice, the need to respond in the best time to customer
needs, the desire of manufacturers to deport the inter-site
transport constraints on customers will result management
by the customer of his or her projects and therefore very
important potentialities of applicability in terms of planning
7. Conclusion
In service-oriented markets, managing multi-site projects
is a difﬁcult task due to the distributed aspect of the
management, highlighting the heterogeneity existing
between partners’ applications. It was proposed
S-SCEPSOA, a distributed and interoperable architecture
based on a multi-agent system for the distributed manage-
ment, integrating concepts of the SOA model and ontolo-
gies to ensure interoperability between heterogeneous
applications and offering dynamic collaborations between
partners. This architecture masks the complexity of the
networks of applications to be set up to realise the pro-
jects. It facilitates cooperation between the various pro-
duction applications in a platform independent manner,
offering a loose coupling between the management mod-
els used by these applications.
The case study shows the effectiveness of the semantic
interoperability according to the strategy integrated in
S-SCEPSOA. This strategy is based on the use of a
common and global ontology to structure the exchanged
information between partners. Every partner has to estab-
lish bi-directional mappings between its local ontology
and the global one. In future work, authors consider to
test the proposed framework with more robust case study
or use the existing benchmarks of other approaches if
found. Authors also consider to enhance architecture’s
application from multi-site production to multi-site main-
tenance planning as well as multiple transportation sys-
tems planning. Authors also consider to work on the
collaborative planning of all production, transportation
and maintenance planning together.
Figure 13. XML description of result according to TAPASontology and OntoBase.
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